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impaired cellular trafficking



Overlapping phenotypes originate from 
mutant HSP genes

Tesson et al., (2015) Human Genetics, 134(6), 511–38.



High genetic heterogeneity of HSP

Schüle and Schöls, (2017) Nervenarzt 88:720-727



Location Phenotype
Phenotype 
MIM 
number

Inheritance
Phenotype 
mapping key

Gene/Locus
Gene/Locus 
MIM 
number

4p13 

Spastic 
paraplegia 
79, 
autosomal 
recessive 

615491 AR 3 UCHL1 191342

# 615491 

SPASTIC PARAPLEGIA 79, AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE; SPG79 

Alternative titles; symbols

NEURODEGENERATION WITH OPTIC ATROPHY, CHILDHOOD-ONSET; NDGOA 

Phenotype-Gene Relationships 

https://omim.org/geneMap/4/160?start=-3&limit=10&highlight=160
https://omim.org/entry/615491
https://omim.org/entry/191342
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Molecular diagnosis of HSP

❑Positional cloning

❑Single gene testing

❑HSP gene panels (80 and more genes)

❑NGS: whole exome sequencing (WES) 
and whole genome seq (WGS)
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High coverage Whole Exome Sequencing



The pediatrics and clinical genetics TUDP network

Policlinico Umberto I
Rome

Istituto G.Gaslini
Genoa

Bologna

Dept. Pediatrics, Uni. Federico II
Naples

Firenze

Oasi Maria SS.
Troina, Enna

Policlinico Vittorio Emanuele
Catania

Ospedale S. Anna
Como



Case phenotypes are defined by  
standardized definitions and glossary

Human Phenotype Ontology

http://human-phenotype-ontology.github.io/



❖PhenomeCentral, a repository for secure data sharing 

targeted at clinicians and scientists working in the rare disorder 
community. 

❖ The PhenomeCentral collaboration model allows to learn about the 
existence of similar cases world-wide, which helps to improve 
understanding of disorder manifestations and confirm underlying 
causes.

❖ The matching algorithms -the semantic model- are sensitive to 
atypical phenotypic manifestations of disorders

https://www.phenomecentral.org/



Genomics analysis phases

❑DNA extraction and library preparation

❑ Sequencing

❑Bionformatics analysis

❑Reporting genomics data

❑Proritizating and selecting variants for final discussion

❑Diagnosing

❑ Functional validation of new variants/mutations (and 
VUS)



High sequencing power

NovaSeq6000 
6,000,000,000,000 bp/40 hours

= 40 seconds/ billion DNA bp

7$/ billion DNA bp

Four different flow cells S1-S4



What to do with new gene mutations
or gene variants with unknown
significance (VUS)?

❑Find additional unrelated mutant patients

❑Cellular models

❑Animal models




